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�rst things �rst

RETURN ON ADVERTISING
SPENT (ROAS)

172%

COST PER CLICK
(CPC)

79.4%

AVERAGE ORDER
VALUE (AOV)

110%

RETENTION

54%
ONLINE REVENUE

GROWTH 

7.4X

TOTAL REVENUE
GROWTH 

2X

What you should expect from your Marketing in 2020
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Validate your 2020 marketing
must- have list with the following

questions



Modern marketing plans and executes various marketing activities with consistency
and makes all activities measurable so that their total impact exceeds the sum of each
activity. It converts the marketing department from being a cost centre to a revenue
generation business model. With this shift in mindset, it becomes more of a science
and less of an art. Science is the quantification of scaling & Art is what drives the
engagement and increases purchase motivation. Both remain important; however, as
per Neilsen's 2017 study, the contribution of creative into unit sale through any kind
of advertisement has reduced to 47% from 66% in 2006, which is completely
undeniable. In fact, it clearly shows the future trend and where to invest more.

Do you have an integrated &
measurable marketing plan?
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If you don't know about your customer, then that is bad news because if you don't
know about your customer then it's very obvious that you are not thinking
AROUND YOUR CUSTOMER. As per a survey, 93% of the fortune 500 companies
know very well about their customer and grow their businesses by addressing
their customer's pain points. 84% of startups in 2018 were developed based on
a unique proposition through thee customer pain points.
Many companies with mass target audience think that it's not possible to know
about customer insights, but the science of customer segmentation has helped the
above mentioned companies to do so effectively.

Do you know your customer & think
AROUND your customer?
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The most common reply we hear from a CMO is " I spent X amount but cannot tell
how much it earned back because how can anyone measure how the customer was
acquired? " This is the mindset telling us that we are a cost centre while almost all
modern marketing solutions make it measurable these days.
But the problem is not only measuring ROI. A bigger problem is not adopting the
right strategy and having zero focus on the customer journey. With BEE by
www.guddushani.com, we have achieved 79.4% reduction in acquisition cost
and 172% increase in ROAS (Return On Advertising Spend) by optimising
marketing channels and refocusing to what should matter the most for a CEO or
Business Owner

How is your measurable marketing
working: as a cost centre or a profit centre?
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DATA IS THE NEW CURRENCY!       DATA IS THE NEW OIL!       DATA IS
THE NEW GOLD
Why do we hear all this so frequently? Has any of this triggered your mind so far?
For low & high growth brands, delivering a unified customer experience across
digital and offline channels is essential to retain customers. The challenge is
ensuring that the right user is targeted with the right message, at the right time.
Only using Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to personalize the customer
experience, using real-time behavioural data can address the challenge. These
precise predictive models result in timely, relevant engagement opportunities,
based on each user’s exact needs. 

Do you have a set of structured data that
dictates your strategic & tactical moves?
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An experience is a user’s perception of your brand. It’s an opportunity to wow your
users. Since your brand is built on customer perception, you have to work at giving
them the best experience possible! Experience goes through a journey that has
different stages of customer life. A modern marketing program maps all its
activities over customer experience journey.
"Companies that align product, service and marketing programs around the
customer experience can result in as much as a 55% annual increase in customer
satisfaction rates. 96% of companies find experience optimisation important,
with every 2 in 5 companies making it their top priority.”

Have you defined Customer Experience
to map your marketing over customer
journey?
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Marketing is an increasingly complex challenge for any size of advertiser, and one
that is constantly changing due to the rapid evolution of media consumption and the
wide and diverse range of target audiences. 
Most of the companies either haven't started addressing the issue or are doing it in
silos, using multiple platforms, large teams, multiple softwares or complex
integrations, resulting in high costs.
The business of today needs integrated M-Tech Stack, operated by multi-disciplinary,
cross-functional teams; a stack that should be developed based upon the idea of
reducing cost and increasing productivity & profitability.
Integrated campaigns across 4+ channels outperform single or dual-channel
campaigns by 300%

Do you use tools (or  the "right" tools)
for marketing automation?
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Are you focusing on the retention of customers or are you still happy with the fancy
traffic pull of paid digital marketing? Have you ever imagined what will happen if
Facebook increases the cost of advertising or changes its policies or if the trend
changes and users start to dislike social media?
78% of businesses in USA said, "user retention is the ultimate measure of
whether everything - your product, communication, marketing channels,
messaging, and overall experience - is working.”
Most of the businesses feel happy with successful transactions of smaller amounts
after spending a huge amount on marketing and remain stuck in this loop, when
they should realise that the higher the retention, the lower the acquisition cost

Are you ready for end of the social? 7



A marketing framework is a visual representation or a logical flow of your
marketing plan. It contains several components that work together as a whole to
turn your marketing vision into reality. With a documented marketing framework,
your options for marketing your business can become razor sharp and you can
create an actionable plan for promoting your products or services.
While you may already have a marketing plan, a framework helps simplify the plan,
reduces HR succession needs, gives a harmonised language to all silos, reduces &
filters un-desired resources, provides action steps for each component and
develops a consistent brand tone, resulting in recognition & retention.

Do you have a documented marketing
framework that helps to create unification?
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Most companies still spend 35% - 65% on creative from their advertising budget,
which in general is 3.5% - 5% of their revenue, on marketing. Most of the times,
they reduce their marketing budget because of low revenue in the new year
resulting in lesser opportunities to communicate efficiently for the next activities
due to a lack of budget. 
If this is the situation with you and it occurs more frequently, then that clearly is an
indicator of your non-sustainable content creation approach because creation is the
most expensive function of all marketing activities.
You need a continuously evolving process that follows a strategic path, based on
your organisation’s goals, assets, and unique value propositions

Is your content creation & creative
approach sustainable?9



Marketing is not a cost - Marketing is an investment
We need to be absolutely conscious about its return for better planning of re-
investment. All marketing activities should have set metrics for teams working with
the CEO, but most of the CEOs and CMOs indulge their teams into unwanted and
non-functional KPIs that create frustration and effect performance.
The fastest-growing companies focus on “improving ROI,” and not just “proving
ROI.” Only with discipline, planning, and a closed-loop process will you be able to
improve your marketing ROI.  It is a strategy where marketing measurement should
be based upon a growth mindset and not an accountability mindset. For a CEO, the
focus should be on what matters the most for business e.g. ROAS, Retention, Churn
rate, Market Position, CLTV & AOV

Have you set the metrics that should
matter the most for you?10



barrier
to entry

For many businesses, though there are knowledge barriers

that keep them from realising their marketing mission, they

need help organising the essential information, using it to

craft a unique and valuable purpose, and building the

processes and procedures that are necessary to support

ongoing marketing success.



Our solution, along with our M-Tech Stack, plans and executes various marketing

activities with consistency and makes all activities measurable so that their total

impact exceeds the sum of each activity. It converts the marketing department from

being a cost centre to a revenue generation business model. 

There’s a world of modern automated
marketing opportunities out there, just

waiting to be explored. Follow our path to
the launchpad and prepare for takeoff!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT: 


